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Yearbook ·sales slow, staff reorganized
by Mary Wilson
F.clitor-in-chief

Stu4~nt Body }>i-eside~~ . (ieorge
Chandler has placed his executive
~~sistant in charge pf reorganiz~g a
yearbook
suffering
from
disoi:ganization,. ~tudent apathy and
low yearbook sales.
Early last week, rumors that the
entii-e yearbook staff would he fii-0d
were ·a '' proper perception, "
Chandler said. This week, however
Chandler fii-e<I no one. . .He empowered his ·ass"istant Mark
~onaldson "to reorganize the whole
shebarig and do what's neccessary to
get
out a quality yearbook"I

-including hiring. and firing . .
Donaldson accepted the responsibility.~~a si>eciaj. Wem1esday y~arbook. meet~g called by Chandler~
Conce.r:n over sta~~ disorga~~tion,
slow yearbook sales, slow advertising. ~ales and the .~mall nuniber of
st~~ents- h~ving their . pho~~~aphs
t*e~ .~or the book was expressed at
' the ~eeting. . .
.· .
The 1981-8~. y~books are not in
print, but ~e ·being sold . during
photc:>graph sessions. This ·year dur~g the first l~ ~ays of shooting, 130
yearbooks were sold. During the
fi!st 8 days of shooting for last
year's book, 421 &ales were made accor~ng ..to Ray Heme, Student

,
Government accountant.
Heme wan10d staff members at
the m~ting of the possihle result of
low book and advertising sales. ''If
the yearbook continues in its current course, it could lose
$.10,000",he said. "If improved, it
~ probably still lose $3,000 to
$4,000."
.
Last year the. yearbook finished
~th a $5,200 deficit. In its Jir~.t
year it lost· only $750 to $800, Heine
said. The yearbook is underwritten
by Student Government which
covers any deficit from . funds collected out of student fees.
Such problems as nQ sales personnel manning..the :photography_ses-

sions full-time have hurt yearbook
sales, according ~o . photographer
James Kelley. . Kell~y, who is a
private ·bussmessman and not a
member of the yearbook staff, ~~d
he has sold about 50 ·books himself
when staffers were absent.
..
· Few .people sho~g up to.. be
· photographed is ~othe:r problem
caused .by too ·li~~l~ advertis~g.._of
pho~ sessions, Kelley ~¢.d. K~lley
stopped ~g sh~ts three day~ early he.cau8e of the low number of
students showing.
.
Kelley, who has photographed·650
students in 12 days, said "I'.m gla~
to come back if they~ prove~ me
.
. . ·y earliook, page 4

Speciali$t ·
okays class
on sexuality
by Ji.m .Burgess
Future staff

In a report to university officials,
nationally known specialist in
human sexuality has deemed Dr.
Randy Fisher's course, "Psychology
· of Sexual Behavior," appropriate for
UCF students. . ·
Complaints by students and community members led to a UCF
Ethics committee, investigation of
Fisher'~ cour$e during the summer.
According to Dr. Frank Juge, chairman of the committee, there were no
violations of university policies on
ethics and professional standards.
· At the request . of Dr~ Richard
Tucker, chairman of the Psychology
More than 30 stud~nts gathere4 oµtside UCF's cafeteria last week to organize circulation of a petitiQn opDepartment, . Dr..
R~b-ert
Athanasiou, a_ medical psychologist,
,Osing the Trask/Bush amendment. The amendment denies state funding to any state university that adreviewed class materials.
vocates sexual relations between unmarried persons. According to the petition's authors, Dave Tegeder and
Athanasiou, · a . noted researcher,
, Mike Griffin, more than 500 signatures have been obtained since Monday. The petition, according to Griffin,
·will be presented to Central Florida's state legislators. Griffin and UCF professor David Slaughter will
taught courses similar to Fisher's at
discuss the petition on a talk show to be aired on WUCF-FM Nov. 4, at 8 p.m.
Johns Hopkins University, the
State University of New York in
Albany (SUNY) and Albany Medical
College.
/ Athanasiou reviewed the course
outliile, study guides, tests, the text.:.:
book~ student course evaluations
operating in its shadow for awhile," the s~nators were ask~ to raise
and films shown in class. In addiby Mike Griffin
their h~ds ·-if they were planning to· tion, he conducted an extensive .inBartholomew expl~ned.
Future staff
Bartholomew added that sales attend· the show. About 35 raised
terview with Fisher and. other ad·The success or failure of Sunday's started increasing earlier in the their hands,'' Bartholomew said.
ministrative and faculty personnel
Pablo Cruise-- Gary U.S. Bonds con- week and the supply at the Student "Then they. were asked if they had
a:nd observed a class lecture.
.
cert could decide the fate of the con-. Center outlet had to be replenished. bought their tickets. All but about
· Athanasiou also evaluated the
cert program at UCF," according tQ
In an interview with Future four .lowered their arms."
'. course on the basis of his personal
Dave Bartholomew, head of the Stu- ·reporter Mark Jefferies on Tuesday,
Sale of student tickets ends today.
experience as a physician, a
dent Center's Concert Committee.
however, Bartholomew said a major The cost for student tickets is
psychologist, certified sex therapist
"It's important that the students reason for the sagging ticket sales $6.bU:t only if purchased on campus
and educator.
·
support this concert because it could was the lack of publicity provided with a student- l.D. All off-campus
"It is my opinion that the course
. very well be the last one,'' Bar- by the campus newspaper. tickets and gate admissions are $9 .
content is appropriate and of
tholomew said.
"Thirty-five thousand dollars of stu"This is a precedent-setting con,. reasonable breadth and depth for an
Bartholomew stated that by Tues- dent money is more important than cert," Bartholomew ~aid. ''.There undergraduate course in the departday afternoon ticket sales had reach- an off-campus story." he.said, referr- has never been one of this scope ment of psychology,'' he said. ''SOP
ed approximately 10 percent of the . ing to UCF's concert budget and the either at Homecoming or any other 3772, as taught by Dr. Fisher, could
total number available. However, he Future's coverage (Oct. 23) of a pro- time."
easily be transplanted to any of the
added that the sales ''picked up abortion rally held at Lake Eola.
"The students have an opportuni- institutions mentioned above (Johns
significantly'' Wednesday.
Bartholomew expects a large gate · ty to see a great show for only $6; Hopkins, SUNY and AMC) and·
"All people have been thinking sale on Sunday. He said that a sense .that's almost as inexpensive as a meet their standards of education
about for the past few weeks were of procrastination may be evident at movie and it'll be a much better and academic excellence."
the (Rolling} Stones. That was a· the university. "For example, at time." Bartho_lotnew said.
Athanasiou said that the course
massive concert and we were 'fuesday's (student) senate meeting
Concert! page 4
·
__ Class, ·,..,Jagr -

Program hinges on Nov~ 1 concert ·SuCcess
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"SPECIAL EARLY BIRD" PRICE:
BEFORE NOV. l - $403.00

A~RNOV. l

EVENTS

-_. $ 495.00

.

Tonight is s.m°d Night in the gym. The- wood 1and j~z ~ns~bles
and the marching band will be performing at 8 p.m. Admission is $5.
The performance is an e~ort to help the marching band buy new
uniforms.

.-. ::</

INCLUDES: R<?UND TRIP AIR-ORLANDO-DENVER
BUS DENVER TO BRECKENRIDGE RT.
GROUP.FORMING
7. NIGHT LODGING - 4 TO A ROOM
SIGN UP NO.WI
CONTINENT.AL BREAKFAST DAILY
FREE BEER & WINE - A PRE SKI

•••

ne UCF .College Republicans will be hosting a Student Fieldman
School Oct. 30-31 ud..-Nov. ·l ·at·UCF.
. ,
Essentially, the ~FS gives the student training in all areas of campaign management: voter registration~ media, research, advance work,
and using vohinteers to win elections. A team of campaign expei:ts are
being flown in from Washington to conduct the seminar. The cost is
$25, which .covers five meals and materials.
.
·
Thi~ Fieldman School is one of 11 being conduc_ted in ~he Southeast
U~A with the sponsorship of the Republican_National Committee. For
more information contact Dwight Kleine, 293-8428 . .

DETAILS: CALL SKI DEPT. 678-2478
CARIBJ;JEAN CRUISES OF ORLANDO

•••

Sunday night's movie, "Cinderella" has been rescheduled for 7 p.m.
in the SCA UD instead of 8:30 p.m. because of the homecoming concert.

SATURDA~OCTOBER31

• •• •

HALLOWEEN PARTY
$25 FIRST PRIZE
BEST COSTUME
$10 PRIZES
· BEST PAIR
&
MOST ORIGINA-L

There will be a meeting of the UCF swim club on Nov. 2 at 7 p.m.
be~nd the P.E. Building at the pool. For mol'.e information contact
Ross at 275-4573.

LIVE MUSIC

•••

Interested students will have an opportunity to be interviewed for
the Govemor's Intemship Program again this semester.on N~vember
3 from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m. at the Cooperative Education and Place- .
ment Center in the Administration Building Room 124 ~X-2361). All
interested persons should call or drop by the Placement Center to
schedule interview appointment times as soon as possible.
A tuition stipend which has been increased to $1,000 is provided to
assist the students financially.

NO COVER WITH COSTUMES
OPEN7DAYS
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11TILL12
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 TILL2

•••

Five real estate courses will be offer~ through UCF's College of Extended Studies in November.
Included &re Real Estate !(salesperson), Real Estate Il(broker), Real
Estate Review, and Residential Appraisal.
There will be two Real Estate I courses.- A 6-week course begins
November 2, with classes Monday and Wednesday from 6 to 10 p.m..at
St. Mary Magdalene School in Altamonte Springs. There also will be a
2-week course, November 17 to December 8, at the UCF South Orlando campus in Orlando Central Patk. Classes will meet from 6 to 10
p.m., Tuesday and Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Tuition is $90 and includes required texts.
The starting date for a 2-week Real Estate II course is Nov. 10.
Classes will meet from 6 to 10 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday and 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday on the main UCF campus. Tuition is
$120 with book.
·
The Real Estate Review course meets November 6 from 6to19 p.m.
and November 7 and 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the main campus. Tuition is $30.
The appraisal course begins November 18 with classes each Monday
·and Wednesday from 6:3-0 to 9:30 p.m. through December 21 at Winter
Park High School. Tuition is $180 which includes books· and the
AIREA exam.
For further details on these or other real estate courses offered
through UCF, call: X-2126.

The price

o_rstyle .
has JUSf COJllC·
'
aourn: '
Save 820 or more OU SILADIUM®

Collegf; Rings ••• now only 879.95.

• ••

The Cooperative Education and Placement Office has made arrangements for Addison - Wesley Publishing Co. to hold an open house
on November 10 from 12 p.m~ to 2 p.m. at ED 323 for students interested in careers in publishing.

SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler:s
stainless.

••••

- ~.he Unit0d States N~vy Band, ':lllder the dii-ec;tion of Commander
Joseph Phillips, will appear in concert at the Bob Carr Auditorium on
Nov. 11 at 2 p.m. and 8p.m.

UpdATE
The deadline for student applications for the spring semester at
UCF has been extended until Nov. 25.
.
!he. spring term at f!CF begins Jan. 6, 1982. Information and application forms are avwlable by contacting the UCF admissions office
at X-2511.

/

OFFERING 30 STYLES OF
CUSTOM CURRICULUM SIDES
INCLUDING:
BUSINESS• ENGINEERING• COMPUTER SCIENCE
CROMINAL JUSTICE• COMMUNICATIONS
PSYCHOLOGY•POLITICALSCIENCE

NOVEMBER 9-13
STUDENT CENTER

-

•••

~Ju vac~ine is available free of charge to all students who have paid

their health assessment fee. Individuals 28 years. of age or older only
need one injection. Those under 28 who have not had an injection in
the past two years require two injections not closer than one month
apart.
. The vaccine contains. ~/Brazil/78, A/Bangkok/79 and B/Smgapore/79. The content is identical to last year's except that it is
doubled in strength.
Those pers~ns with a history ot' allergy to eggs, chicken, chicken
feathers or chi~ken dan~er should not take t~e injection. Those having
any upper respiratory disease or other acute mfection should defer taking the immunication as well until the condition has subsided.
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UCF campus no easy street
for handicapped students
by Pam Kirkland
Future staff

Getting frQm one class to another, or just getting into a b~ding, is
taken for granted by most students. For the handicapped, this can be
·
·
a serious problem.
According to Louise Frederici, counselor fot Special Services, the
biggest problem for those students in wheelchairs or OD; crutches is
getting into the library.
.
. ,,
. . .
"The ramp is too steep and there are no handrails, Fredenc1 s~d.
This throws the person on crutches off balance, and the person m a
wheelchair often has to ask for help in getting up the ramp.
Mary Munroe, who has been in a wheelchair since a diving accident
12 years ago, agrees with Frederici. "I usually have to ask someone to
push me up to the entrance because of the steep grade," said Munroe.
"In other instances people often start pu~hing me without asking, but
I'd rather them ask me first. It really is good exercise fQr me."
Munroe came from Valencia Commllnity College and the difference
in campus size was a big· change. "VCC ha·s a covered walkway between each building which makes it a lot easier when it is raining,"
Munroe said. "I realize,- though, that this campus is probably too
·
large for covered walkways.''
The second biggest pi:oblem for handicapped students is the
Engineering Building. "There is only_one way ou~ of this building for
handicapped students,'' Frederici said.
Another problem wheelchair students have to deal with is floors, .
said Frederici. The Adminlstration Building has brick on the first and
seeond floors which makes it difficult to roll on. Also, the Education
Building's floors are carpeted with padding underneath. "Not only
· does the padded carpet present a problem, but the wheelchair tends to ·
follow the weave of the carpet which makes the chair roll crooked,"
·Frederici said.
"There are no wheelchair accessible drinking fountains in the Education Building lobby," she ad~ed. "The only accessible ones are on the
carpeted areas.''
According to Frederici, problems such as heavy doors, protruding
bathroom sinks and high paper towel holders and mirrors could have
been prevented if more thought had been given to them 'in the planning
·
.
stage.
"It costs much more money to change something after it has been
·done than to do it -r ight the first time," f'rederici said. "We just don't
get enough money from the state to correct these problems.''
Munroe finds that the newly erected campus phonee are placed too
high for her use.
She says that handicap p~king is very good at UCF. "Tickets are
given to violators at UCF but they weren~t at VCC. Knowing you will
have to pay a fine usually keeps out violators."

.

,..

Mlkt llrlclWFirture

Mary Monroe 'makes her w-y up the steep entrance to_the UCF library.
Signs and room numbers can also be an obs~cle for the visually im- .
paired. "Room numbers should be placed on the wall beside the
room," said Frederici. "They are in all different places around campus." A legally blind person ·h as •tr~uble reading numbers that are
placed above the door, Frederici said.
·
Lucy Johnson is legally blind and says her main problem is seeing
the blackbqard in class. "I have a special pair of glasses which
magnify what' I am looking at," Johnson said.
Another problem Johnson has is reading textbooks. "Instead of
looking at each word, I have to look arotind each letter," Johnson said~
Both Johnson and the school have a machine- called a Video-text which
projects words onto a screen for easier reading.
Handicapp!_d, Page. 6

,

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision 'Style Cut $ 7 ~00
Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)

282-170_,

UNION PARK

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

.

•••••I
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CLIP
A ·1

COUPON I

&
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I
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PAPER.
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GO KNIGHTS!.
·HAPPY HOUR
SATURDAY OCTOBER 31
PITCHERS $2~50
MUGS50¢
·10:30 PM -·12:00 PM

HAPPY HALLOWEEN! ·

"-----------------------------------------------------~---------..... e! ~
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~

~
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Yea rb0ok trom page 1,.N.o....r~m_a_n._th_e~A_r.._'-"_a_d_in_o_

there will be :People for me to NoRMAN's OR.161fl-·"ANRt6Kt:1 t-\E~e Goes!
photograph."
,,.,.., f'tl>t'- At'' OJ.C "'E.Ri ~ANLTA Mb
Confusion over who is responsible OS.c.~R. AQ.lt\1.0lLl.0 I ~EL~,.l\IELY
for what has led 'to several of the lllONt:)6~'-\()T A~ AflA\A..bl",oS · GO .. .''
problems with the yearbook, accor·
~g to its former busmess mana~r.
Janet Young. Young, who was fired
about three weeks ago, said it was
unclear whether it was her or yearbook editor Kathleen Johnson's du~
ty to r0cruit sales staff, or supervise
book sales and advertising Bales.
''There was no Clear definition of
my job at any tinle,"she said. "I · cut the tension with a hatchet," said
didn't know who the other staff &n.. Eii).een Samelson.
members were... There were never
any meetings . on who was doing
.Weciiiesday's meeting offered few
what."
~pecifi~s ~n w,ho would do what to
Editor Kathleen Johnson would
not ~~~e~~ •. ~~p~aining. tl~~t she help the yearbook. Donaldson said
had been interviewed frequently
of booksales, "Fr~y, I'll probably
· .
by t~e .future abo~~ .i'~yeryt~g" do most of it mys~lf."
· on the yearbook. She referr~ ques·
However, the yearbook staff is
tions to Chandler.
.
·seeking
. experienced and . en·
Chandler said job descriptions
th.~sia~tic .p~rs~niiel.
·· ··
were "defintely" necessary for
reorganization of the yearbook.
Chandle~. said he is sure the year·
Another topic discussed in the book will be a high qu~ty produc:~;
meeting was the ne0d to get
though it may· run a deficit at the
"politics" oµt of the yearbook; a . erid of the year. . . .
.
.
situation some said arose from the
" ·There is a n0ed to as~ui-e the
yearbook being funded by Student
q~ve~ent and superviBed by •t~~ students it's ~. entii-ely new yearbook/' Chandler said, becau~e .of the
president.
C~dl!3.r .~d some
senators criticized the yearbook in l>~or quality of photography in last
effort to dis~emt emtor Johnson, ·year'·s book.
also a senator' during her bid for
According to Heme, out of the
senate pro tem.
Because the yearbook office is 1,000 books printed last year, 423
still unsold.
located in the SG offices, "you could

an

by Dave ·Mitch~ll.
''~\'S \~ ME: ""''~ Mi 'SL)( SRC)TMt:.~S- S.YL."10, FR.&P, e~Q.\.1 A~Ut-12.lo,
~l:H,ANt> ALD'r'S.tlJS. t WAS TulS LM\ o' 'n\E· L\Tf"cR ~otttJ-1~6
~E\IE-N\~ SON ol=' A 4£.e\JE-l'ln-l 'SON. At.I.. sv~ER.~\\\\OtJ ~5\0E ''E:\JE."1 \\\'E.N
IT wA.s

o-av 1otJ~

""'"'""'

~ WA.«s ~

L-\i'TLE

t>1 fr&~ e:~T.,,"

'Concert----------from page i
Promotion for the con"cert has
been extensive, according to Bar·
tholomew ~ Ads have been placed on
BJ-105 and WLOF radio stations,
and WDIZ and CKlOl radio stations' conc_e rt listings are announc·
ing the concert.
- The program is being cosponsored by Y-106 radio station.
"In addition, WUCF is doing a
great promotion · job for . the con·
cert," Bartholomew added.
He said he was hopeful that Dean
Johnson, the entertainment editor
for the Sentina/, Star, wpuld mention
the concert in his column today. The

show has been in the paper's concert
listing for the past month.
Bartholomew said the issue boils
down to one thing. "The life of the
program depencis on the students'
support of it."
He added that the concert does
not need to make a profit to be coh·
sidered a success. "Ifwe break even ·
or come out a little in the red we 'II be
all right, but if we really. lose, the
program is dead.''
Future reporter Mark Jeffries con·
tributed to this story.

NEED AUTO INSURANCE? .
You need to call ...

are

898-2454

1t1ARKETP1'ACE
··roommatP.S ·

for sale
'73 NoYI SS, auto1111tic, shift kit, map, sidepipes,
R · I d' A k" $1250
c;.!7s. 1t~r. uns rea goo • 5 ing
•
,
Mobile home, by owner. Univ. VIiiage Tr. Pk., 5 mi.
from Univ. 1980 Champion 14' x 56' 2-bdnn. l Yz.
bath. Cent. air. Sl,000 & assume·Sl53 payments.
9' x 10' utility shed. Call after 5 PM, 277-7842.
-L-· lookl

50

Fe1111le nuded to share fum. 2-bdrm. 2-full bath
mpt. $220/mo., includes all litil. &. food. Awailable '
.IMMEDIATELY. Call Usa at 275-2865 days or 277·
3879 nights & wukends.

Fun & clean roommate to share 2-bdrm.
townhouse at Curry Ford Road. Easy to get along.
$145/month, Yz utility & phone• .Please call
Homeyra, 273-2353 immediately.

Roommate to share nicely fumished, large one
bedroom apt. Yz mile from _UCF. $125 plus Yz util.
Call Jim 282-6929.

Female roommate wanted to share fumished
apartment across from UCF, located at 3408
Lariat Lane, Haystack East Apt. 26. Contact Tammy between 1-4. Yz rent, Y2 utilities.
·

help wanted
GENERAL MAINTENANCE · exp. in various home
repairs. Part time • flexible hours. Call 894-6912.
Psychiatric unit orderly needed i>art-time · at
FLORIDA HOSPITAUALTAMONTE, 11 PM to 1 AM
shift. One year patient care experience and cc:im··
pleted psychology course work required. Contact
Wayne Nielson at 894-1999. Florida Hospital,·601
E. Rollins, Orlando, FL 32803. E.O.E.

1977 Cl1111ro type LT; power everything! AJC,
AM/FM stereo & cassette. Aqua-blue w/ white In·
JOBS JOBS JOBS
terior; great shape. Asking $4,100. Call 677-7644 .Female or male roommate wanted to share Aloma/436 area. Furn. room. Full use of home,
after 6 PM.
executive style 3-bdrm/2.bath home w/ pool. Call pool, kitchen, and laundry facility. $150/month. All over the nation. Not an ~gency. Call 602-252· ,
0979 oper. 7008.
Jim, 678-4524.
Call 677-0688.
Skunk, descented, with cage, $50. Rundy clarinet,
$150. Call 282-3171.
. Apt. to share. 3-bdnn/2-bath, washer & dryer.
Great iob for college student! No weekends & no
Altamonte Springs area. $225 incl. util. Call eves
nights. Afternoons, clean house & cook for
& weekends 862-6392. Pool & tennis ct. Adult w/ Roommate wanted · non-smoker to share 2-bdrm. working family. Call 830-9347. ·
FREE
child acceptable.
apt. near UCF. Call 273·2201 between 5-7 PM.
10.month old Keeshound looking for good home,
Responsible driver needed to drop off and/or pick
meals, & companionship. Outside preferred, not
up my child at school. Comer of 436 and Aloma, 8
housebroken. For more info call 277·3282 or 843- - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - " T " " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . : . . . . . t A M / 2 : 1 5 PM. Home off 17·92 behind Park
2996.
Maitland School. Generous gas allowance given.
Phone 647·2542 between 6and10 PM.
Camera gear • Yashica Tl·Super with 50 mm. Fl.4
lens. Vivitar series 1 70-210 zoom with macro
focusing; filters for zoom skylight (18) and
Good flexibl~ job for d~pendable stude~ts for a
polarizing; filters & lens for SO mm., polarizing1 . EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone.
skylight, & 2X tele-converter;close-up lenses. I, 2, • papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
3.5014.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview.
& 3; Vivitar auto flash; mini tripod base remote
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
release; neck strap; foam filled locking camera Reasonable. CaHBea, 678-1386.
J-----:-----_.;..-------t
bag. Value Sl,000, Asking $800. CaH 277-9376
after 6:30 PM.
Secretarial solutions: you do the studying & leave ·
Brand new king size waterbed for sale. Stained ~II the typing to me. Longwood, Altamonte, Winter Find out what your IQ is and what your optimum
capabilities are in life! Take a free IQ test and
wood pedesfil, frame & headboard. Mattress, park. Call Marlene, 8624385.
.
,
personality ana.lysis. Call the Dianetics Center at
liner, & heater included. $200. Call 678-1158 af.
er noon.
MPROVE YO.UR G'IADES, FAST - ACCURATE . 423-8413 for an appointment.
rYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT
AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested. i
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
ex9., full-t~~e. ~thy's Typing Service. 568-2969.
Pregnant? Nud help? 841-2223
Free Pap smur and breast exam
Typing seni~e available, 11 years exP.rience.
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
Clos.~ to UCF. Call Denise, 275-62!~ _
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. ·
RUSSIAN.WINTER TRIP
Leningrad, Moscow, KleY
Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control intormation, ·
Dec. 27 • J1n. 10
& Turablan style. Nanc~ • 851-4489.
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
$1225 ·everything incl.
For'detalls, ph. 671-2965
Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
the grade! Term papers, Theses, Dissertations.
Health Organization
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
-..-:----...---....,...--------..-__.on
IBM
Sel.
II.
1
mi.
from
campus.
Call
Marti
365·
1
898-0921
6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM, or UCF
Ext.2811.
~-ent
Gay Social ·Services of Central ~lorida offering
LET MY FINGERS DO YOUR legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
l'llYSIC.IAN MANAGED
with trained members & special activities. For inK~TARl.ISlll-:D 197:l
TALKING!!!
formation call 843-2750.
Experienced specialized typist
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Individual custom.tailored resumes
ABORTION SERVICES, ·FREE PREGNA~CY TEST,
Fumished & Unfurnished :$235-$260
Notary, (305) 851-9387 LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, confiden·
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
·
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
it Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
Rates
too
hip?
Call
met
Prof.
typist,
16
yrs.
ex·
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall peritlce at ' -_mes; call DAY er ~ENlNGS 678- allay: 422-0606; or toll free l (800) 432-8517.

typists

SHOP
THE
MARKETPLACE
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UCF spring, summer tuition fees.raised
by Jacqueline Farfan
Future staff

Registration fees for spring and
summer 1982 have been raised.
The increase came about because
UCF increased its operating budget,
and in order to fully ·fund the increase, registration fees were raised,
said John Goree, vice president for
Business Affairs.

additional · funds will go for salary
and utility increases, and also for
upgrading of facµlty and equipment.
Just 15 percent of the university
operating budget comes from
registration fees, Goree said. The
money the fees provide pay for such
things as campus lighting and
salaries.

- New Tuition Rates -

Spring:

Lower Level Courses
Upper Level Courses
Graduate Courses
Thesis

Summer:

Lower Level Courses
Upper Level Courses
Graduate Courses
Thesis

This semester the fees were raised
The budget has been increased becau8e of the conversion from the
from $32 million to $38 million. The quarter to the semester system.

Florida Residents Non-Residents
$66/hour
$25/hour
$91/hour
$28/hour
$110/hour
$38/hour
$113/hour
$41/hour

$14/hour
$17/hour
$38/hour
$41/hour

$55/hour
$80/hour
$110/hour
$113/hour

Eight new chairmen fill positions in three colleges
by Kim Hawley
Future lfaff ·

Eight new department chairmen
took office at UCF this semester.
Changes took place in the Colleges
of Engineering, Business and Arts
and Sciences. The College of Arts
and Sciences got the most new
chairmen.
In the Department of Biologjcal
Sciences, Dr. Frankiin "Buck"
Nelson replaced Dr. David Vickers,
who returned to teaching at UCF.
In the Department of Humanities,
Philosophy, and Religion, Dr. Paul
.Reily took over Dr. Robert Flick's
duties.
Flick also returned to
teaching.
In the Department of Foreign
Languages; Dr. Armando Payes·
became the new chairman. Payes
had been acting chairman for two
years and replaced Dr. Anthony Cer-

vone who returned to teaching here.
Dr. Charles Wellman now heads
the Department of Art. ·He was the
acth~g chairman for three years.
In the Department of PreProfessional Coordination, Dr. Orville ''Bud'' Berringer became the
Pre-Professional _Coordinator, a
position equivalent to that of chairman. He replaced Dr. Robert Leird
who is on sabatical.
· Dr. Stuart Omans will serve as acting chairman of the Department of
English replacing Dr. Richard
Grove who is on Faculty Development leave.
Dr. Ralph Llewellyn, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences said the
appointments wouldn't affect his
college too radically since many of
the new chairmen have been acting
chairmen. He said the high turnover
is unusual; "but I'm very happy to
have them."

WE MARCH TO THE DRUMBEAT
OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER
As Christians, we are expected to have a different code of life than the
secular world: We should have different aspirations too. And we should
march with a vibrancy, a passion, an exuberancy for Christ which is, of
necessity, a march to a different drumbeat. If your step is similar to ours; if
it's out of step with the world; we invite you to j~in God's parade at The
First Baptist Church of Oviedo, five miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail.

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... lncludes Hair analysis

OPEN
9-5 Tues. • Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

WE ARE HERE

}
CURRY FORD ROAD _.

't'

No Gratuities Please

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando ·

27-3 -1313

>

@REDKEN®

In the College of Engineering, Dr.
Davi~

Jenkins is the acting chairman of the Department of
' Mechanical Engineering. He replaced Dr. Burton Eno who returned to
teaching here.
In the College of Business, _Dr.
Brian Rungeling became the chairman of the Department - of
Economics. He was the acting
chairman for two years and replaced
:Pr. Ed Moses. · .
The College of Heaith, -because- of
its small faculty, has programs instead of departments; th~s, they
have program directors instead of
chairmen. Dr. Dona Hendricks took
the post of Communicative
Disorders director. She replaced Dr.
Doris Bradley who left to teach in
Mississippi.
In the- Medical Records Administration Program, Dr. Linda
Kuyper became program director,

after serving as acting director last
year. She is replacing Dr. Mary Neil
who left to teach in North Carolina.
Some of the new appointees are acting chairmen instead of regular
chairmen. They hold these positions
until a regular chairman is appointed.
Search committees are created to
recruit applicants for faculty and executive adminstrative searches,
They average seven members and
are required by Affirmative Action
to include women and minorities . .
They may also include students and
a professional related to the college
of program department concerned.
To fill these positions the search
committee must advertise the position nationally. They also advertise
within the · university, , the state
university system and the local community.
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Comm,ttee to survey residents on meal p~an · Class--by Elizabeth Perkins
Future staff

A committee has been established
to review the current mandatory
meal plan for dorm students, according to a memorandum· distributed
to all dorm residents. The Food Service Review Committee has been
formed to survey residents on the
plan. Although the survey,
which will be distributed Nov. 2 will
question residents regarding a man-

meal

datory· or voluntary meal p!an, it
also will ask what changes (if any)
the residents would like to see in the
food service program.
Members of the review committe
are George Chandler, Kelly McCarty, Donna Casey, Dr. Keil Lawson,
Randy Roessler and Dick Scott.
Chandler, UCF Student Body
President, said he feels that the next
step after the survey would be to implement the results at the University. "The administration is starting

~anclicap:i)ed
Johnson is now a representative of
handicapi)ed students on the Student Advisory Colnmittee as ad. viser to the vice president of the stud~.nt body.. .'.'I .wm·~njoy . being. on
the committee because I am a· very
outspoken person,'.'. s~e ~aid...
.According to ;lfrederici~ the pro-

hie.m s handicapped students may
have .with a professor can usually be
worked out. . "Faculty are usually
~g to help O!Jt l)andicapped
students but often they don't
understand :what the person needs in
class if the student doesn't tell
them,'' Frederici said. · ''There are a
lot of students who have learning

from page 1

text was writte~ hy a well~known sex
to co-operate," Chandler said.
researcher and is widely·accepted at
"Even· if we don't get a ·voluntary
many . colleges and universities
system, I feel very optimistic that
throughout
the United States.
there will be some kind of change."
As for films used in the .course, he
Proponents for a change in the current system have passed a resolu- · said two are detailed descriptions of
the physiology of sexual response.
tion through the student senate
"These .films are of the highest
questioning the mandatory meal
educational quality, demonstrate
plan.
unique
· and
imp,ortant
.
characteristics
of
human
sexual
Scott said he feels the survey will
and
are
not
only
used
in
response
enable the students to get a voice in
many
universities
but
in
many
~hat changes might .be made. .
medical school courses in human
sexuality. They are entirely apfrom page 3
propriate for an undergraduate
course in human sexuality,'' he said.
· disabilities that aren't vi'sihle.''
Another . film, "Becoming
Orgasmic:
A Sexual Growth ProAccording to Munroe and
grain
for
Women,''
is a series of
Johnson the . problem of getting
around campus isn't all that bad:'In three films that follow a treatment
protocol based on many years of
some instances,,
..
., 14-,rederici 'said,
..
"it's not the disability that is the research by two psychologists at the
prohfom, but the attitudes . and State University of New York at
· misunderstanding of other people.'' Stony Brook, according to
Athanasiou. ''This is an excellent
· film series for describing certain of
the techniques used in sex therapy.
The films are widely used in
graduate and some· undergraduate
courses throughout the country."
The use of community spokespersons to present opinions and data
relevant ~o course topics· is
· reasonable and appropriate, according to Athanasiou. However, he
suggested that videotaped interviews might be preferable to actual
class appearances and easier to
schedule for many poten~ial participants.
.
Anthanasfou concluded that
Fisher's knowledge_of the subject,_his
thoroughness in preparation and his
style-~f presentation are not merely
acceptable, "they are exemplary."
In his ·report, Athanasiou said the
course should meet American
Medical Association Committee
criteria on Human Sexuality. "The
material should be presented
positively, factually and honestly.
Negatiyism and narrowness have
been the failings of numerous programs in the past. Sexuality is an
area of personal decision. Thus the
educator should present and discuss
moral considerations in an objective
manner without attempting tc;> impose a code of morality.
.
"I found no evidence of any sort
that the- co_urse as currently constructed falls short of any of the
standards, goals or ethical re. quirements previously mentioned,''
he said.
''After interviewing Dr. Fisher
and attending his class, I strongly
suspect that µis course is ·one which
many future alumni will recall with
warm positive regard. It is my opinion that Dr. Fisher and SOP 3772
should be regarded as an asset to the
department." .
. Fisher said that he was pleased
with the results of the report. "I feel
that it was very positive and supportive, and at times, down right com- .
plimentary. I was very convinced
from the start- that the class was
okay. It was a worthwhile and
positive experience to have him here
to compare notes with. He gave me
some good poiilters. ''

~The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band:

There are as many good
reasons to giv.e to your
United Way as there are
good people who do.

e
_.

Thanks to you.
it works.
f"or all of" us.
~-

..

~ "

..... ·' ..

m

:r~~...

United way

A PuD hC Set•~ ct of Tn. s Nt:WS OI C)Ct
& lhc A0~ 1t1s1n o Coul'\Col
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UCF student crowned Miss Orlando
a

a $1,000 scholarship, diamond watch, various
free dinners and p~sses to shows, and several
speaking engagements in the Orlando area.
She dazzled them with her digits and won th~
At 21 years old, Peghiny has also won the Miss
crown.
Brevard County title for 1979. If she does not
UCF piano major Lynn Peghiny won the Miss win the Miss Florida title thi~ June, Peghiny said
Orlando 1982 title Oct. 17 at the Bob Carr that she would try for the title again next year
Municipal Auditorium. After going through a (1983).
preliminary intervi~w, Peghiny competed against
Her advice to aspiring beauty queens is · that
18 other women in swimsuit, tale·n t and evening they "start preparing their wardrobes and
gown categories. She received her highest· score become aware of what's going on around the
of the evening in the talent competition.
world."
.
A pianist for 16 years, Peghiny said: "I only
''There are a lot of current events questions
entered the pageant for the experience of perform- during the interviews,'' she said.
ing for an audience and with an orchestra. What
"Go in with the attitude to do your best and not
other chance would you get?" Her selection was to take it too seriously. I've seen a lot of inTchaikovsky's ''Piano Concerto inB-FlatMinor.'' timidation and threatening done, partiCularly on
For winning, the 5 foot-5 inch brunette received the state level.''
by Kathleen Foronda

Future staff

Lynn Peghiny

Need a temporary or part-time job?
Kelly Health Care employees:
•RN's

•Nursing Assistants

•LPN'~

•Homemake~/Companions

Ketly Health Care offers days & schedules of your choice.
·ittome care & staffing situations

1221 Lee Road• Suite 208 •Orlando

293~3316

Call for information.

@Kelly Health·Care

SUPER SATURDAY

.1

UNIVERSAL CENTRE
SATURDAYlOAM·SPM
PSYCHICS-PALMISTS-ASTROLOGERS
TAROT-NUMEROLOGISTS-MEDIUMS
Basic Reading, l:l2i a Mini Reading
Each Reading Only $9 Contribution
Sunday Service: Lecture, Healing & Message 7 P.M.

2609 Wells Ave., Fern Park

For More Information Please Call

(Diagonally Behind McDonald's)

. (305) 831-2632

Honda Express:
'/\"""/'If'
, ..... •I
~

No pedals and an a_utomatic clutch make this
Honda Express easy to
ride . Great mileage and
a low price make it easy
to afford . Small enough
to store or park almost
anywhere . Best of all, .
it' s. just plain fun to
ride .

For campus
orcom...ting

$398.

flonda of Orlando
1802 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32804
841-8641
NDA

.THE
GOLDEN
KNIGHTS.
WILLKICK OFF THE
HOMECOMING PARADE
WITH A SPECTACULAR
PARACHUTING DEMONSTRATION
AT 11:20 ON FRIDAYNOVEMBER6
THE UCF ARMY ROTC SPONSORED GOLDEN KNIGHTS
WILL DROP ON THE ENGINEERING BUILDING GREEN
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS
THEIR AWARD WINNING PERFORMANCE
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Week packed with homecOming activities
by Beverly Bartelson
Future lfatt

"Storybook Kriights" is the
theme for the 1981 UCF Homecoming, and a variety of events
highlight the week starting Nov .. 1.
The homecoming concert features
Pablo Cruise and Gary U.S. Bonds
on Nov. 1. The two shows will be at 7
p.ril. and 10 p.m. in the UCF_gym.
Tickets are $6 for students arid $9
for the general public.
.
Today is the last day ·student disCOUJlt tickets can be purchased for
the concert. Only $9 ticke~s will be
sold at the door.
The Th~tre Department will present the musical, "Little Mary Sunshine," Nov.. 1,5,6, and Nov. 5-7. Ad- Pablo Cruise will headl,ine UCF's Homecoming concert Nov. 1.
mission is $4 for the general public;
stu~ents get in free with an ID. Nov.
"Cinderella X" will be shown Nov. with an ID and a $1.50 for the
5 is Alumni Theatre Night, and the
1 and "Animal Farm" will be shown general public.
cost is $2 for alumni and guests if Nov. 4 at 8:30 p.m. in the Student The homecoming dance will be
tickets are purchased in advance Center Auditorium. Admission for held at the Sheraton Twin Towers
both movies is 50 cents for students Nov. 6. "Cinderella's Ball" will
through the alumni office.

begin at 8 p.m. Music is provided by
Dan Mikell, and admission is $1 per
person.
Nov. 7 is football night as the
UCF Knights take on HampenSydney College at 7 p.m. in the
Tangerine Bowl. Admission is $3 in
advance for students and $4 at the ·
gate for students and the general
public. The UCF Marching Jland,
crowning of the Homecoming King
and Queen, and fireworks will be
featured at halftime.
Other events include:
Nov. 1: Soccer-UCF vs. Wofford
College at 2 p.m., UCF Soccer Field.
Nov. 2: Student Center Green
entertainment-Bob Rose Trio from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. ; Mad Hatter's Tea
Party-free admission, Costumefavorite storybook character. Prizes
will be awarded for the best dressed,
Student Center Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Nov. 3: Tom Sawyer Day-games,
contests and a barbecue for $2.50,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Student
Center Green, · entertainment by
Nelson Young and the Sandy Valley
Boys, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Nov. 4: Homecoming Bonfire at
Lake Claire after the movie (approx.
10 p.m. ), free beer, music.
·
Nov. 6: on Campus Parade around
the reflecting pond, noon, classes are
cariceled from noon to .1 p.m.; Pep
rally, UCF Cheerleaders and the
Rosie O'Grady's Band, 1 p.m. at the
Student Center Green.
·
Nov. 7: Second Annual UCF Alumni
. Duffer's Delight Golf Tournament,
$20 fee includes lunch, sunvisor,
t:rnphies and door prizes, 8 a.m. at
the Rosemont- golf and country
Club; first Annual UCF Aiumni
Happy Hackers Tennis Tournament, Mixed doubles, $15 per couple
includes sun visor, lunch, trophies, 9
a.m. at UCF Tennis courts;
Homecoming Parade, Park Avenue,
Winter Par:k at 10 a.m.; Pep Rally,
Rosie O'Grady's at 4 p.m., free admission.
· Qarol Roy, chairperson of the 1981
Homecoming Committee, said Student Government allotted the committee the money for the events
from Activity and Service Fee
funds.
Roy said the committee consists
of three faculty advisors and 12
students who have been planning
Homecoming since last April.

Your l.D. is the key
to savings offe.r ed by
Future Advertisers.
Use ltl

· Hey,there, little red riding hood ... So you're all grown up and you don't listen to fairy tales anymore? No, we're all adults now,
doing what comes naturally. So why do filmmakers keep grinding out gore flicks in which the 'bad' girl gets horribly mutilated and
killed and tht> 'good' girl gets the handsome prince ... wel-J. Donald Pleasance ... Why? Because it's not profitable to kill the
booge.yman! Come l 993 we'll be shelling out bucks to see Jamie Lee Curtis acting like Doris Day in ...

'
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WORLD
PREMIER
SPECIAL!!

Geezers breeze int~ first place
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment editor

ROCK SHOW
•THE WORLD'S GREATEST LASER LIGHT CONCERT
•FLORIDA'S FJNEST SURROUND-SOUND AUDIO SYSTEM
•llVE STAGE PRESENTATIONS
•ANNOUNCEMENTS BY SAT. NIGHT LIVE~s DON PARDO
•SPECTACULAR CINER~MA SCREEN FANTASY ANIMATIONS .

MUSIC BY:
THE ROWNG STONES•LED ZEPPLIN•MOLLY HATCHET
STYX•LYNYRD SKYNYRD•GENESIS•PINK FLOYD
. THE WHO•JOURNEY•PAT BENETAR
BLUES-BROTHERS•-KANSAS
PLUS A SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO JOHN LENNON
AND THE BEATLES

TUESDAY - SUNDAY 10:00 PM .
PLUS 8:00 PM &MIDNIGHT SHOWS
ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
IN THE ACCOUSTICALLY. PERFECT

GREAT SOUTHERN MUSIC HALL
ORIGINAL LASERWORLD SHOW .
'

TUES.-THURS., 6&8 PM• FRIDAY 6 PM SAT. 2,_~ & &'PM .• SUN. 2, 4, 6 &8 PM

46 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
IN HISTORIC.DOWNTOWN ORLANDO . .
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL 422-2001

They came, these old alumni, l?ack to the campus for what they promise is
their "last" College Bowl competition. The Geezers. - graduate students
with ali insatiable appetite for knowledge and a cheap ev~ning' s entertain·
ment - won another Bowl.
For some, it was an instant replay of last year. The winning teams·
· Geezers, Masters of Cosmocity (Lambda Chi) and the Norman Conquest
(Future) placed first, second and third, respectively._
Geezer Tom Terrell, a six-year veteran of the Bowl, ·says this is his third or
fourth winning team. He's also been on one second and OQe third-place
team.
. Gayle Rajtar the quiet Geezer with one correct answer to her credit, calls
this the ''Swan song of the Geezers.'' She has never been on a winning team
before.
Both Bow Hamrick and Steve·Rajtar were on last year's winning Geezer
line-up.
.
As the last agonizing minute crept onward, and the Geezers _slipped by
the Masters 135 to 105, there were aighs of relief, as well a~ crowing.
Hamrick relaxed and murmured, "I am absolutely drained." Terrell ceas- -·
ed strutting to bravely pat a defeated Norman Conquest reporter on the
head and coo, "Don't worry... when you're all old and graduated, you can be
a Geezer, too."
- Four players from various teams now comprise one All-Star team to c~m
pete in the regionals. Barton Weeks (27 ·correct answers, Sigma Chi I),
Geezers Tom Terrell (24 answers) and Steve Rajtar (22), and L. Rumbough ·
(21 answers, Masters of Cosm9city) are the All-Stars.
·
For the record, the Masters of Cosmocity were: Herb Oakley, Carol Roy,
·
.L. Rumbaugh and Gerry Heller.
The Future line-up was Mary _Wilson, Mike Griffin, Dave Mitchell and
Lee Elliott.
Conquered Norman the Armadillo was last seen heading to Austin, Texas
- World Armadillo Headquarters - for tutoring.

-'Private Lessons' sophomoric
by Lury Thompson
Future staff

Dan ..Greenburg wro~.e. ~. ~~ok ~pout a 15-year·old rich kid who ·iearns

~bout sex fyom-his hous~.keep~r. The ho~~ i~_ called "Philly." Unfortunately,

it was made into a movie called "Private Lessons."
.
;Eri~_ - Brown,. w~~ has the same mischievous innocence of jerry Mathers in
"~eave it to Beaver," stars as P~p Fillmore. Along with his best friend
~h~rman, ~. ~m?urban bumpkin who eats too m~ch, Philly 'sp~nds his spare
time as_ ~ ~eepmg to?I wit~ b!n<?Culars 8:1?-4 .~~eras, spying.on buxom high
school seruor~ _and his fa~J:i~r s new ~ou~ekeeper, Miss Nicole Mallow.
. . ~ylvia Kri~tel. (' 'Em~uelle' ') i~ . the seductive· Miss Mallow who spends
the ~ulk of the ~ tI'Yl:~g .~successfully to initiate Philly into manhood.
Ey~n ~hough she un~e~ses for ltjm~~~~h to his nervo~s delight-tnes
to giye hi~ a b~t~, and gener~y offers. ~er~~lf up to hi11:1, the boyine_vitably
must , e~~se ~self to _anoth~r ro~~ be~~re. ~i:iythi_n~ . serious happens.
Maybe 1~ Kristel had. p~rformed the nude scenes herself rather than hii-e a
doub.le, the ki~ _m ight have _been more receptive.
..T~~ plot si~~ens with the-oily presence of :Howard (Dr. Johnny Fever)
~~ss~man, _the cunning ~d sµghtly off-beat Lester, th~ chauffeur.
Hess~man sp~nd~. most ~f the film leering and S?-arµng._~hroughout his campy role as supel'Vlser of the now-buclding romance between Mallow and Philly.
J\s in all ~h~ap lo~e .s tones, ~~e. ~? falls in love M.t~ _his mistres~ and proposes marriage., _This se~~ up Lester s ludic~ous scheme to blackmail Philly
for ~10,0QO. Aft~r all, ~~e guy has t~ . maintain lµs dubio~s reputation, including .t~~ maske4 male doll and other ghosts in his Closet.
. .E_4 · Begley_i~ the club __tennis pro who helps Philly counterblackmail
Lester, by pretending to~ a tough-guy c~p. ·
·
· .
.AI~~ amu.s~ng is Patrfick P~ccininni as _ ~he bespectaded Sherman. In fact,
th~ .best .scenes_ in this movie oc~~ when Philly and Sherman plot new
adventures with_Miss Mallow. Their dial~-~~s about life-set .against a
back<:l!op of uppe.r-class suburbia. and ad~le~cent lust-provide insightful
co~entair on the ad~t _'Yorl4 tl~ey mu_
s t eventually join.
. _T~~ movte ~o~d have been better a~ ~ . Satur~ay morning ~~omi st~ck
. h.etween commerc1~~ fo~ soda_P<?P and cereal. Especially since the only i>eople who ·would appreciate (or even want to sit through the who.le moVie)
would have to have a parent or guardian take them to see it.
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'Elephant Man'· :a ·captivating drama at Semitiole
by Mark Schledom
Future staff

With Bernard Pomerance' s ''The
Elephant Man,'' the Fine Arts
Theater at Seminole Community
College creates a sensitive per(ormance you can't help falling in love
with.
It is the story of a man deformed
from birth who is discovered in a
sideshow of a carnival. He is invited
to stay at the London 'hospital ilnd
undergo therapy. In the four years
that follow (until his death), John
Merrick has a tremendous eff~t on
the upper-lev~l society of London.
In turn, society also leaves its mark
on.him.
·
Paul Wegman is overwhelmingly
convincing as Merrjck. While therP
is no extreme make-up used to
depict his deformities, Wegman is
able to contort his body and slur his
speech with stunning success.
A fine performance is also turned
in by .Tim Harding, who plays Dr.
Frederick Treves, the man who finds
Merrick and invites -him to stay at
the hospital. The relationship betW•een Merrick and Treves sets up an
ironic comparison.
.
On one hand is Merrick, deformed
in body. On the other hand is
Treves, who is really using the

elephant man to e~alt hims~lf ~
the medical profess10n. He is m
essence deformed in character.
Treves is also concerned that Merrick is accepted by society. It is as if
Merrick had spent his formative
years in a, vacu~ and each visitor
he receives would like to convert this.
child-like innocent to· their way of
thinking. "We have polished him
like a great mirror," says Treves._
"And we shout hallelujah when we
·
see him like ourselves.''
The only exception is theater star
Mrs. Kendall (Celestine Preisler).
She is truly taken with Merrick's
honesty and analogies of life.
Preisler is perfect as a unique .in·
dividual able ·to see past physi~ ,

flaws and into the soul. Her scenes
with Wegman are the most engaging in the production.
Pomerance's stageplay is quite
different from the recent movie by
the same title but is not less lacking
in conviction. This version provides
a better look at the motives behind
the so-called humanitarians and
shows that their perception of normality is merely their own ethics imposed on others. This is summe~ up
by Treves. ''While he (Memck)
achieves normality he moves closer
.
to the grave," Treves says. .
It will- be presented Oct. 30 and
31st at 8 p.m., with a final matinee
Sunday, Noy, 1, a,t ~ p.m. Tickets
are $1.50.
Wegman

IEl~C..
The Audubon String Quartet will
perform in the Music Rehearsal Hall
on Sunday, Nov. 1 at 3:30 p.m. The
highly acclaimed, ~ward-winning
quart.e t is considered one of the best
groups performing today. The show
is free and open to everyone.
The Cultural Events Committee is
looking for -input on planning (you
guessed it) cultural events on campus. Meetings are every Wedne~~Y
at 3 p.m. in SC 205. ~veryone is invited .to attend.
Frank Zappa thought of it firstadding the dulcet tones of the
vacuum cleane.r to musi~but the
UCF band is trying it anyway. In
addition to three, count'em, three
vacuums, a humming floor poli~her
and the kerpow of rifles will enliven
their "domestic concerto" October
30th. More than 200 musicians and
guest soloists will perform. a~_ the 8
p.m. benefit, in a program tha.t
ranges from jazz to pops. to tra.ditional numbers. Tickets are $5, with
proceeds going to the band uni!orm
fund. Please attend, or they'll be at
your door selling band candy next. ·
Call 275-2867 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

AMERICAN WHISKEY
A BLEND

w4~~/ud'-/~
~4 o/~/mdille ~
wrlka a

tMa

o/~

~ <& •••*fjl

l\lfro!o l BOT nEO UKDIA us GO'IEANMENT S\11'[......
IY JOSlPHE IEACRAMUOMS
(lSlltOli·M,.,
.........:.llD,Rli41.llO.. ! O.SNI FUNCIStO.CA.• TlO Ill

Time change:· The X-rated film
Cinderella will be shown ~t 8:30 p.m.
Oct. 30, and at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Sunday Nov.I.

SEAGRAMDISTILLERS CO .. N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY- A BLEND 80 PROOF ~~. ~
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Dorm
Life
·
Campus housing has its ups and downs
· by Kathleen G. Foronda
Futu ... staff

-

She's not always awakened by the electric
alarm clock mom gave her last Christmas. No,
sometimes it's ·the heavy repetitious disco beat
blasting out from her- neighbor's radio, or
sometimes it's her roommate turning on the
shower, causing the walls to vibrate-and that's at
5:30 in the morning.
He cloesn 't mind towing two weeks of laundry
to a wash:er that is three or four buildings away.
He also doesn't mind running back to his room to
get the change for the machine that eyes his soiled belongings.
These are some of the daily experiences dorm
students ·encounter. And do:nn students at UCF
are no exception.
UCF has five residence halls open and two more
are under construction. Dorms A through D each
have one resident adviser (RA). Dorin F has two.
According to Lynda Crews, RA for Dorm F, all
students living "in that building are new to the
campus, many ·are freshmen.
She said the
greatest problem among residents of Dorm F is
vandalism. Thus,.~ the building is frequently
patrolled.
Complaints common among Dorm F students
are the "inconveniences" they have had to put up
with, as one stUdent said.

He said accessories were installed week by
week. "We went two-and-a-half weeks without
shower curtains, and then later got mirrors."
One chemistry major noted that the UCF Housing Office has assigned three students per room
Instead of two until Dorm E is completed: -"They
(~ousing) said it would be ;r~dy by Sept. 15."
Students are still living three to a room.
He also said the walls -o f the newer dorms are
too thin. ''The old dorms are like bomb shelt~s.
It's almost impossible to hear your next door
neighbors."
Still, one transfer student' said it's all part .of
dorm life. She recalled h~ first year at the
Univetsity of Maryland in Munich, Germany.
She said the dorms there were rennovated barracks." It was horrible, sharing a room and one
bathroom with six other people." She said one
room was so small, her roommates called it "The
_Closet."
Accordh).g to Crews, a smaller building called
the Commons Room is under construction. The
bUilding will have a meeting room, 25 washers
and dryers, and a small convenience store. She
also said that each residence hall will bear the
name of a Florida county by next semester.
Many of the students living in Dorm F said
they would prefer the newer dorms to the older
ones which "look like prisons." However, a communication major in Dorm D described the newer.

•

..... Llhtln'F.....

Dorm residents Mercy Sosa, Linda Glaeser and
Yvonne Mahoney relax in the newest dorm.

dorms as "hospitals that are void of personality."
The majority of both groups agreed that they
like or would like a den or livingroom in addition
to sleeping quarters. However, dens are only
available in Dorms A through D, which are sectioned into suites of three bedrooms, a bathroom,
and the common area, or den.
·
A student in Dorm A said she preferred her
room because ''you couldn't punch-a hole in these
walls if you tried."
·
One student thinks precautions should be
taken in dorm security.
Pat Cantillo, a transfer student from Barry Col·
lege said: "I've never seen one patrol on foot.
They (UCF Police) have not solved any of the rob' classes. RHG has mde it possible f~r students to beries around here."
rent refrigerators, and has sponsored intramural
Still, Cantillo and one of her suite mates, Laurie
vo~~yball and _~ootball g~es. __
..
Heldman, agreed that even the older dormitories
New furniture is on order for the halls' lounges are much nicer than the ones they transferred
and also there is a tentative plan to install from.
They said many of_the other colleges they had
microwave ovens in a few halls.
Funding for RHG is provided by a percentage seen had dorms with roaches. The dorms were
from refrigerator rental fees, lock out fees, and not carpeted, but tiled.
Cantillo said that with UCF's maid service, the
also a new voluntary activity fee, which will be in
' effect this semester.
..
'. . . buildings will remain in much better condition.
. . Resi4e~~e hall office_i:s fo~ presiden~;_ vice presiIn·addition to all their comments, almost all the
dent, secre~~- 8:1:1d t_reasurer (in order) for fall students that were interviewed suggested an opand spring semester are: A Hall: Kathy McCon- tional instead of mandatory meal plan.
nell, Sharri Keller, Alesia Kimball and Charlene
"If the food is all that g~, then it wouldn't
.T ritt. B Hall: Sandy Lee, Nancy Hughes, Kim _have to be a mandatory meal plan," said one stuVeroski and Lucy ~ynn. C Hall: . Tim .~ney, dent.
_
.
. ,,
,
David Baar, Chip Sherrill and Bill Hughes. D
Another from Fernandina Beach mud, · I don t
Hall: DaVid Adams, Ross Belcher, Jim Taylor usually eat all my meals, so it's just wasting."
and Scott McMaster. F Hall: Donna Rubin, · There were some, however, who didn't think the
I?~."wn Shearer, Elizabeth · Sorg and Stephen meal plan was all that bad. "It's still not home
Keilholtz.
Dorms, page 15

Residents set up their own government
by Jacqueline Farfan
Flltmrestaff

The

second· elections for officers of :Residence
Hall (Dormitory) Governn1ent were held in. each
hal:l.&pt. -~·
..
''
Residence Hall Government is an organization
made up of four officers: ·president,· vice president, secret&rY and treasurer, who are elected by
hall residents.
Christopher McCray, Housing Drrector and adviser to RHG, said. each dormitory has separaie
gov0rnnlents to ' ensure that the interest of
students in'
hall is not overshadowed.
The Iniier Hall Council is another facet of
ttesidence Hall Government. It is made up of all
the hall presidents and treasurers. The council
meets weekly to discuss matters concerning each
hall.
In the past hall governn1ent has plam10d such
acti~~i0s as a disco, p~ties, ska~~' and ~xercise
,..

each

.FLY N.Y.C·..
$79.

~

I

INCLUDES VAN TRANSPORT
TO JACKSONVILLE AIRPORT
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SPORTS
UCF·faces
undefeated

W. Georgia
by Marty Fisher
Future staff

Prior to this season, the · last
Braves football game w:a:s played
back in 1958. The program, which
had operated on and off since 1910,
was floundering. Without even one
winning season, West Georgia was
dead.
But that was a long time ago. A
new president and an explosive
bunch of young ·players, comprised .
mostly of freshmen and sophomores,
have breathed new life into a prOgram resulting in an impressive,
unbeaten team. .
This Sattirday night, the UCF
football ·s quad (3-3) travels to Car. rollton to tak~ on West Georgia in
what is bound to be an interesting
match-up.
Originally counted _o n as being one
of the few easy games on the Knight
schedule, West Georgia has changed
people's minds in a liurry. The
Braves are 6-0 this season, soundly
defeating their bewildered opponents while rising to ninth in the
·nation in Division III football. With
·its sixth · win last week, West
Georgia has already won more
games than any previous Braves.
team, surpassing the 3-5-1 output in
1948.
.
Led by quarterback David Archer,
a 6-foot 180-pound junior from

Pam Glmson!Future

Knights train hard hoping to upset unbeaten West Georgia.
Peachtree, Ga., the Braves' oftense ·talented runners who like to use the
is a well-balanced scoring machine. . I-formation. Tailback David
Archer has completed 28 of 66 pass- Phillips, 190-pound freshman, leads
ing attempts this season for an im- the team in rushing with 306 yards
pressive 469 .ym;-ds, including four on 61 carries, averaging five yards a
touchdown and three interceptions. . carry.
On the receiving end . of those Phillips is also the team punter, with
aerial attempts, are freshman Mike a 26 yard per punt average. Running
McConnell, a 180-pound flanker and back Trevon Daniels is the leacijng
Brian McCormick. McConnell has rusher per carry, averaging 6.1
flagged down. seven passes for 163 yards from a total of 242 yards on 40
yards while McCormick caught carries.
seven for a ·138 yards.
Defensively, West Georgia is led
West Georgia has a stable full of
by linebacker Derrick Germaine. In

-

the past two game·s, Germaine has
accounted 28 tackles. He a1so has
two interceptions for the season.
Freshmen defensive back Bubba
O'Brien, a ISO-pound freshman,
leads the team with three interceptions.
.
·· Senior Mike McCrary will once
again be at the helm of the UCF offense. Bob--Burkhart, tl!e number
two quarterback at the beginning of
the season, who was knocked out .of
the lineup with a shoulder injury,
has recuperated and may make the
trip to Georgia.
·

·Men-'s.soccer scores 2 shaky victories
by Mike Schiano
Future staff

For Head Coach Jim Rudy and his
men's soccer team every game can
either make or break them in their
quest for · post-season play. The
· Knights came two steps ·c1oser to
their goal last weekend as they won
both their Friday and ·Saturday matches over Spring Arbor College and
'Mercy College respectively.
Spring Arbor, hailing from
Michigan, found that UCF, with its
superior · speed, kept continuous
pressure on them. With goals from
Mark Stell and Mike Salvati, the
Knights went into halftime with a
2-0 lead.
Despite UCF's impressive first
half, the Knights were stymied in
the second. They ·were unable to
score while Spring Arbor scored
once.
If not for the record breaking goal
tending of Rich Bratinsevic, who
surpassed the UCF save record with
80 in a season, Spring Arbor might
have come back. The record eclipses
the old mark of 79 held by UCF
graduate and current Tampa Bay
Rowdie Winston DuBose.
In the .words of Coach Jim Rudy,
''We were lucky to get out of there
alive. We had poor efforts by our
midfielders and frontrunners and we
weren't aggressive enough."·.

Though disp~eased with Friday's
effort, Coach Rudy had to look
ahead to Saturday and the Mercy
College Flyers from New York.
Once again the Knights jumped to
an early lead. Goal number one by
Robert 'Liut with the assistance of
Rony Francois came very early in
the match. Fifteen minutes later the
combination of Mark Stell and Dan
.Weller put a second goal on the
score board.
·
The Knights, happy with a 2-0
half~time lead, were a little shaken
by the loss of leading scorer Rony
Francois. He reinjured his knee -B:nd
was lost .for the day. He is expected
to be healthy for the next match.
· Mercy came out in the second half
dominating most of the -w1,ty. The
Knights exploded very. late in the
game with -several attacks on the
Mercy goalie resulting in a ·score by
Mike Blanchar.
The Knights picked up their fifth
straight victory but Coach Rudy
again made no bones about the fact _
that he was unhappy with his team's
play.
"Glorified kickball with lack of
technique," he said. "We didn't
p~ay well at all."
The Knights close out · of the
regular season against Wofford College this Sunday at St. Clair field.
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·Coach hopes experience
will keep UCF putting
by Jose A. Fajardo

,

last year while Estes made the national championship.
Mendel is confident about next
''We lack maturity and ex· week's tournament at.Sun and Lake
perience," said UCF golf coach . Golf Resort, stating, "We'll do no
Wayne Mendel. "We're ·building worse than third.''
with freshmen."
The UCF golf team grabbed two
This year's team has no seniors.
fifth place finishes at the start of the
· However, freshman Scott Smit.h,
season. In early October at the Stethas been outstanding, taking two se- son Intercollegiate Golf Tournacond place finishes in the UCF stan· ment, Scott LeDuc led the UCF
dings, Mendel said.
squad with a 225 score. . At the
. The top members of the team inTrojan Oaks Intercollegiate Golf
clude three veterans, Scott LeDuc,
Championship held at Troy State
Joe Foguth and Brad Estes, who
Mendel expects to pull · the team University, Joe Foguth headed UCF
·with 222 and e~ded seventh in inthrough.
LeDuc and Foguth were medalists dividuals.
Future staff

Jtst F1Jlrdolflltllrt

UCF Golf ·Coach Wayne Mendel

Cross country tunes up·for regionals
·Angelo Cu~imano, who works with Moon, ~.ew
go~g into t~e compet~~ion that it would_just _~ a
, tune~p .. ~'The tournament was just_ ~o get ~l:med

by Vince Cotroneo
Future atatt

One would think that men's cross country
coach Bill Moon would be upset after UCF finished fifth in the Florida Invitational, but that's
qui~~ the contrary.}~Jact, the ~~n are in Pembroke, NC, this weekend for the Divislon II
regi~nal .W.1:ll'D~ent.
_. . .
"We were the only division II school there,'·'
said Moon. "We also have no scholarships but we
did beat two DiVision I schools ip. Miami and
Jacks.~nville. ''
_

for the regionals," said Cusimano before the invitational.
~o .prep~e for th~ ~egio~~s, the ~~n puµ0d off
-~ per~~t perfor~nce int~~ .Sunshine St~te Conference tournament two weeks ago. Mike Harnage 10d t~e Knight ~arrage ~y finis~ng. first. ~~
was followed by Bruce Caldwell. A perfect score
of 15 was award0d to UCF for its. efforts.
Aside from the perfect score in the conference
tournament, UCF has tun10d in other strong perfo~~~ in the South.
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Landlords?
Student Government seeks ·.-.to provid~
Insurance.?
students
at the University of _Central Florida
Contracts?
with' iegal services in matters affecting their
The Police? welfare as stu~ents. Services provided include
landlord

SUPPORT THE KNIGHTS

ON SALE
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Get a New Look, Put Your Glasses Away!!
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1

Professionally Fit Soft-Contact Lenses

I
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Dr. S.L. Kaufman FASHION SQUARE MALL 894-2013

Weekdays, Evenings & Saturdays
(Adjacent to Pearle Vision Center)

and
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consumer,

. traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property'
and nariie change transactors.
Our program offers legal · advice, consultation and document drafting free of
charge to . students -in need of servic;:-Call
215-2538 or .stop by s.C': ·210 for more information or an appoinment.

NOVEMBER6

I

J (Rx for glasses) Eye Exani •Lenses
;·
. . IWITH AD $25 I · not included

tenant,

dlscrimfoati~J! prob!ems. Also, ·noncriminal
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I Includes·Complete Eye Exam and Follow-up Care for 3 months

team

.STUDENT .GOVERNMENT
OF'F'ERS
_,. LEGAL SERVICES.
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The men finished first in the St. Leo Invitational, second in the University of South Florida
Invitational and second in the Valdosta Invitational. All of the finishes' enabled the Knights to
go to :Pembroke.
Six~n t~s are com~eting in the ~_egionals.
With the pow~rful finishes behind the squad,
Moon is confident about the road trip. "I really
.exi)ect the top thi-ee runners to do" exceptionally
well," said Moon. Moon will be accomparu0d by
Caldwell, Harnage, Brian Mavis, · David Smith
and Jody Johnson.
Moon is leery of the competition in the. event.
"Troy State is tough," said Moon. "They host0d
the· event last year. Also, Jacksonville State will
have a.~
t~~~-

10:00·2:00
IN FRONT OF
BOTH SNACK BARS

J
J
I
;
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I

SPONSORED BY
KAPPA SIGMA
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Students serve·
as advisers·
to dormitories

A relatively small group of
students are sel~ted each year to
keep UCF's dormitories running
smoothly.
Called resident advisers (RA's)
the group consists of six
undergraduate students and one
chief !esident who is a graduate stu·
dent. Resident advisers must maintain 2.5 grade point averages. The
student must also have lived one full
1

DOrms

year in a residence hall, at least one
semester of that year at UCF. The
student ·must then pass ·a series of
three interviews.
·
The duties of the resident advisers
.include solving roommate problems,
suggesting activities to the dorm
council and listening when a student
needs a friend to talk to.
_
Kay Pickering is the chief resident
adviser. As a graduate student, she
·must maintain a 3.0 GPA. In addition to that, the university requires
that the chief resident be someone

majoring in the behavioral sciences.
Resident advisers meet once a
week with Pickering to try and solye
problems. The meeting is also used
as a general planning session.
The RA' s may rent an efficie~cy
apartment from the university. The
apartment is located in the dorm
and rent is $50.00 a month. Resident
adviser Karl Hodges said he liked
the position because he gets to meet
so many people and the position also
earns him some respect. The apart· .
ment is another incentive, he said.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 12

cooking, but you don't expect it to be like your ble for their own phone bills. He added though,
mo.t4~rs'; said one ~tudent.
·
that UCF ·had had to pay for some students' bills,
One enginee~g t.echnology maj~r com.Plained · which amounted to about $200 to $300.

In light of the dorm life difficulties, there is one
thing the students think they can or will solve. .
That is, the lonely weekends.
·
that ~9rm s~dents ~ . no longer make lo_n g
McCray also said housing rules prohibit t~fogs
·Many who come from cities like Daytona and
distance phone calls. IJ?. resp~~se,Housing clii-ec- like bicycles and hotplates in the rooms because
tor McCray ~ai~ _that the university is s~~tching maint~nance and safety hazards. ''A student Tampa say. they make the trek home after Friday
from S<?~t~em Bell.to its own phone. ~ystem and .· might trip over the bike during a fire or the tll-es classes to be with their families. Others who have
"can't be responsible for .~ong ~st~nce bills."
might put dirt or tar on the carpet.''Yet, he ~dded no mode of transportation try to get involved: _in
McCray said that while under contract with that popcorn or coffee makers and refrigerators on-campus activities, or plan outings with other
Southern Bell last year, students were responsi- are permitted..
residents.
·
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Press biased toward
charity, professor finds
by Debbie Walters
Future lfaft
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Weekend Entertainment

One man dared td go off in a new
direction.
Dr. Fred Fedler, UCF journalism
professor, told ·about the United
Way the way he sees it. "Coverage
of the United Way is almost
uniformly characterized by a willing
suspension of salutary skepticism,''.
Fedler said "But I tried to be fair (to
the United Way)."
"Telling it the United·Way" is the
first article Fedler has written for
the Columbia Journalism Review
(Sept./Oct., 1981), although he
publishes three to six articles a year.
Fedler started writing as a
reporter in college. One of his
assignments was to write an article
on the United Way. Through the
years, the subject kept his interest,
so he conducted research and wrote
on the United Way once again.
"Last year, in an effort to deter·
mine if protectiveness of the United
Way was as widespread as I
suspected, I arranged for a clipping

(j-ood companyis whatyou make it.
So make it special,·
W:ith <JeneralPoods®GJntemational Coffees. , ,

Dr. Fred Fedler
service to send me all the stories
· that Florida newspapers published
about the United Way between
Sept. 1 and Dec. 31, when most
·chapters were conducting their cam·
paigns," Fedler said. He found that
the majority of the articles sup·
ported the United Way, supporting
his theory that the media is biased,
toward the United Way.
Fedler said he found that several
newspapers had reason to be biased.
Newspapers reported that some·of
their executives and journalists
were actively involved in the Uriited
Way campaign, ·as chairmen,
managers and masters of
ceremonies at United Way func· ·
tions.
Fedler reported that out of 380 ar·
tides, · approximately eight were
criticai of the United Way. The rest
publicized only the United Ways'
qualities.
According to Fedler, after an un·
successful campaign drive
newspapers often blamed people for
not donating their share, rather than
exposing the poor organization of
the campaign.
Fedler' s research indicates that
the media has failed to report
donors' feelings of the United Way.
:According to the article, company
employees don't like the monopoly
the United·Way holds.
In most cases, the United Way is
the only charitable organization permitted to draw donations directly
from employees' paychecks. Fedler
said the organization also chooses
which charities the money will go to.
Many people feel this is impersonal
and would rather choose their own
charity, he said.
Another argument is that many of
the charities the United Way
donates to, such as the Boy Scouts,
help the middle· class and not t~ .
pooc
.
So, why all the positive publicity?
Fedler says 'it is because reporters
are attracted to the United Way's
"publicity stunts."
Fedler found the United Way
makes use of devices · to attract at·
tentjon. A popular device is the use
·of prominent guest speakers. People
like baseball commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, Governor Bob Graham and
Howard Cosell have been used to endorse the United Way.
The organization also gains
publicity by staging unusual activities, such as pledge drives for
scuba divers playing underwater
backgammon. The United Way also
holds marathons, tennis tournaments, car washes and ·garage
sales to gain publicity and donations, according to Fedler.
Fedler' s findings are best express~d in the words that head his article:
''If Florida newspapers are any test,
coverage of the nation's biggest
charity is, well, charitable. ''
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Yearbook -should be more independent·of SG
This. year an . executive assistant
to t~e Student B~y President was
suddenly appointed to oversee the
busiDess affairs of the yearbook. According to Chandler, his assistant
Mark Donaldson will have the power
to mre and fue and "do whatever is
necessary to get out a quality yearbook." .
One of the most neces~~y ~~g.s
Donaldson should do is remove the
yearbook from the administration of
studen~ gove~ent ..~is ~Ort of ap~

p~in~ment by executive order should
be the last.
The yearbook has suffered over
the past two years from guilt by
association--association with Student Government. :Because
senators, SG officers and candidates
for SG offices have worked -on the
yearbook, some percirlve influence in
it as if it were influence in a cabmet
position.
During 'the meeting in which
D~.naldson stepp0d in to manage the

sales and busine·s s affairs of the
l981-82 yearbook, almost' everyone
at~~n.4ing . ech~~~ t~.e . phrase;
"We've got to keep the yearbook
~om being so political."_When asked what "political" meant, most
look0d over their shoulders, lower0d
their . voices and began an off-th0record indictment of someone's r0al
motive in being involved in the yearboo~. The suggestion is made that
it's political leverage, not putting
out ~ . q~ality product for students.

Whether or not such accusations
are true is beside the point. As long
as individuals perc0ive it as a
political football, the yearbook's image and staff ~or.~e suffer. . . . .
Right now the y~boo~ is ,<;lepen·
ding on attracti.11g dedicated person·
nel who warit to. pu,t ~ut a quality
produ~~· I~. can be d~ne if the o~y
purpo~~ one ..has in· being a~ated
with the_project is doing it well.
Mary Wilson
Editor-in-chief

--~-----------Letters--------------

Legislation
should reflect
Biblical values
Editor:
.
In response to last week's interview with Rep. Bush, I believe it is
impossible to separate religious
values from governmental legisla.tion.
Two opposing religious value
systems are coming to conflict these
days. One system claims there are
absolute moral arid ethical standards, established by God, for the
benefit of man. This J udeo-Christian
belief is being attacked by another
religious value system called secular
humanism.
Secular humanism
believes in no God, and therefore
claims no absolute laws. Instead, it
promotes a philosophy of situation
ethics.
Secular humanism attempts to
say that decisions like homosexuali·
ty or abortion can be right or wrong
· only in the eyes of the individual
who makes them.
In contrast,
Biblical absolutes identify abortion
as murder and homosexuality as
perversion. To infer through legislation that homosexuality or abortion
are individual decisions of right or
wrong is to _,deny
.
the presence of absolute laws and to promote the
religion of secular humanism.
I stand. with many other UCF
students in applauding the efforts of
men like Trask and Bush who op·
pose perversion and instit"Qtional
support of it. We as a nation need to
support laws based on ~oral absolutes; only then will we experience
a sense of freedom.
Brian Bustle .

Bacchusa Greco-Roman
god of wine?
Editor:
In response to Tom Camarata's
defense of "Greek" life a few weeks ·
ago, we feel obliged to comment.
The last time we checked Greek
mythology, we didn't find Bacchus-the god of wine and
revelry-because he is Roman, not
Greek. It is apparent "Greeks"
don't know what or who they represent.
We highly . recommend a
course in Greek history and culture.
Two Non-Greeks
More letter~, page 19
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Showing film affirms
educational freedoms
Editor: ·
May I be the first to congratulate you on finally
producing a paper whlch addressed some_very important issues, which until last week seem to have
been overlooked. The Oct. 23 issue of the Future,
through direct and somewhat controversial repor·
· ting, shall be known as the day UCF begat a first·
rate school paper.
Your reporting to the students the facts concerning the administration's impotent efforts to appease
the local, moral bigots as well as those who are intelligent enough to know the difference between
blackmail and sincere concern 'w as a first-rate effort
in objective reporting. All the needless flack about
the mediocre X-rated film is nothing but a last-ditch
effort by a small group of individuals in the com·
munity who refuse to accept the fact that college
students ar~ adults and are capable of deciding what ·
. is morally tight for themselves.
The Trask/Bush law is · the most irresponsible,
ludicrous piece of legislation the legislature has ever
been forced tQ pass. One would hope President Colbourn would aspire to the old Latin concept of
"carpe diem" (seize the opportunity) and take a
strong stand against Tra~k·Bush. In doing so, Pi-esdent Colbourn could win considerable support from
the students at this university which he so
desperately needs if his plans for expansion and his
football program are to succeed. He might also gain
support .from those individuals in the community
who are still in touch with reality. .
When a student enrolls in a university, he might
assume he has finally reached the point of responsible adulthood in which he is in full control of his own
life. He decides his major, his future profession, his
goals and even his lifestyle. No one has the right to
dictate any of the above-mentioned preferences to
students.

C>

0

Finally let me just say that through education
comes 'tolerance ii.nd understanding. Those who are
intolerant and bigoted are simply .misinformed or
uneducated. Education - Isn't-that what college is
all about?
Kevin Dickey

Showing film
undermines education
Editor:
The college and university experience both here
and elsewhere has a specific tradition associated
with it. We call this experience "higher" education
because its aim is fu~damentally to enhance the rational powers of the human species and to produce a
leadership which is enlightened with the benefits
that the history of human progress and creativity
have structured.
For a college or university to sponsor a film which
is explicity pornographic is to betray the heritage of
human dignity which that institution stands for and·
to forfeit the standard of "higher" edu~tion .
X-rated films are . blatantly exploitative. Human
beings, and for the most part women are depicted as
mating animals. They are being used as objects of
vicarious pleasure for a voyeuristic audience. 'There
is obviously no soc!ally redeeming value in sex as
anatomy.
·
A college or univ~rsity stands in the .history of
human dignity not human ~egradation.
The University states in its catalogue that its aim
is an "accent on the individual of excellence." For a
student body to support the X-rated "Cinderella" is
to render that aim a farce and to testify to its own
purient mentality.
Perhaps in the future the film committee will take
as its standard of selection the standard of the
university, and not their baser instincts.
Father Pat Powers
Rev. Robert M. Gibbs
United Campus Ministry
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Many study where they should eat

black, whereas Florida state guidelines .stipulate 13 percent black enroll- .
ment ~the percentage of blacks in Florida). If UCF was not lucky enough to
have a relatively high percentage of other minorities, UCF would most likely be facing either a loss of it's federal funds, a discrimination lawsuit, or
both.
From Mr. Delahanty's obviously uninformed stand on reverse discriminatjon, I think that he should enroll in the black history course that we are
striving for. The blacks at UCF (and all over the world) don't want things on
a: silver. platter, they just want equality. ·
·I don't know how good at logic Mr. Delahanty is but it seems to me that a
few years of. reaching out to blacks to get them into the flow of a society
that has rejected them for centuries, is not nearly enough to even up the two
hundred years of slavery and discrimination that America imposed on them
·that put them behind in the first place.

Editor:
·
Around t~~ campus you can see that commendable sturdy s~ies, the
Studyopuphis. They are found wherever an open space is found, browsing
·
among t~eir books.
But of late•. a mutant strain has arisen among the species, (I will label
them NERDS, to keep them separated from the commendable ones). These
mutant Studyopuphi~es, NERDS*, are found in the V.C. :and Student
Union snack :t>ars, clogging up scarce seatil).g for those who wish to indulge
in such an unnecessary activity as eating. These NERDS assume that
everyone has the same schedule as theirs, and thus have abundant time to
·
·
pursue a seat and eat. Instead the frustrated diner must mill around looking for .a seat, and'
Stanley E. Halbert
usually settling for one outside among the flies and "creepy crawlers." Also
many of these "mutan~s" do not remunerate these places of businesses by
buying anything. .
I say let the library, benches, empty classrooms and the like be used to
study in. Let the eating places be just for that - eating!
_
Editor:
*(NERDS - Noxious Exasperating Recalcitrants Determined to Study)
I am writing this letter to encourage each and every student to participate
· Stephen P. Rusk in our upcoming Homecoming Week activities. This week is a great chance
to show that UCF has enough spirit to rival any state university. There are
two events at which large student participation is very, important: the football game against Hampden~Sydney, naturally, and the Pablo Cruise/Gary
Editor:
·U.S. Bonds.' concert on Sunday, Nov. 1.
In last week's opinion section, Mr. Delahanty gave us a prime example of
The Pablo Cruise concert is the largest concert ever attempted on this
why bl~ck people "bawl over being discriminated against." The short- campus, and is, in effect, a test of support for future major concerts on cam. sightedness of people like :\rim is definitely one _of the factors. I'm not going ~us. If the concert should lose a. substantial amount of money, it may be difto say that Mr. Delahanty is a racist, but he is definitely suffering from a ficult .to fund another large concert.Student attendance is a vote, and. the
very bad case of "tunnel ·vision." If he ever looked outside of his own little key to success. Tickets for the concert are $6 per student and $9 for the
world, he never w.ould have made such insensitive, ridiculous .statements, as general public. They are available at the Centralized Service Desk in the
he came up with last week.
.
Student Center fi:om· 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
. ·
··
In response to his comments about recruiting, I would like to state that
Tico Perez
the administration admits that less than 5 percent of UCF' s students are
Student Body Vice President

Participate in homecoming events

Letter writer 'shortsighted' ·

Letter Policy
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Give Bat Sludent aBlue libloll
©1981 Pabst Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin and other cities.

This public document was promulgated
at an annual cost of $79,000 or 5.3 cents
per :opy to _inform the university com~
mumty. Annual advertising revenue of
$50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual
cost The Future is funded through the
Activity and Service Fee as allocated by
the Student Government of the Universi·
ty of Central Florida.
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·More letters-----from page 1s
Skin ~olor doesn't determine bias
Editor~

When people start to wrangle over what color qualifies one to teach a
course, then we know we are not dealing with a trivial problem but with one
that has reached tragic proportion.
In principle, I share President Colbourn's view that a black history course
need not be taught by a black pi:ofessor. However, he should bear in mind
that in a society polarized into black-white, majority-minority, .objectivity
and simple honesty along racial lines are rare commodities.
Sharon Cameron, in her letter to your column a week ago, alluded to this
fact. Her opinion reflected the sentiments of students who are genuinely
concerned about getting maximum benefit from the classes they attend. All
such students need are teachers, human enough to shelve. their personal
biases when they enter the. classrooms. Who cares what they look like
anyway? ·
.
I'd rather not have a course than be gagg~d with a prostituted version of
it by some bigoted, insensitive instructor. If this is how black students feel
·about an American black history course, then they are expressing a
legitimate fear and it should not be frowned upon.
When our higher institutions of learning become possessed with the
demon of racism to the extent that it influences what color is appr-0priate to
teach what course, I become intolerant and begin to wonder what purpose
education plays in our social lives.
How can anyone obsessed with something as transient as skin color claim
to be more enlightened than pre~storic man?

ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS ·
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A~· SUNDAE·
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OPEN

lOA.M·:t~~~O P.M.

678-C, 6 3 7

7 438 University Blvd':

~ni_y~~·l~Square

SMALL CAR PROBLEMS?
FIX IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME!

. RPS AUTOMOTIVE
AlOMA-FORSfiH CENTER, BlDO. W, #25
(CORNER ()F AlOMA & FORMH)
· PHONE 671-3261

10 % DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD•FREE ESTIMATES

•

DO YOU WONDER ...
What to do with your life?
What jobs suit you?
What are your interests?

DO YOU NEED ...
Career information?
Help coping with ·s tress?

THE UNIVERSTIY
.COUNSELING & TESTING
CENTER

One Two Fingers®Dorm Shirt Yours for S695
· · It'll cover you up. lt'Il keep you warm. Besides, it
says you have good taste when it comes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one -up ... the Tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupon below and send
along $6.95 for each .shirt. The rest is up to you .
Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
P.O. Bo~ 02609, Detroit, MI 48202
Please send me _ _ Dorm Shirt(s) . I have enclosed
$6.95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered. ·
Specify women's size(s) : D Small
D Large
Name

PROVIDES·COUNSELING
Address

PERSONAL• VOCATIONAL
•EDUCATIONAL• ·
MARITAL• FAMILY

PROVIDES·TESTING
VOCATIONAL•INTEREST•PERSONAL-TY

City
State

Zip

No purchase required. Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery . Offer good in Continental
U.S. only. Void where p ro hibited by law,
Michigan residents add sales tax . Offer
expires August 31 , 1982 .

© 1981 . Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.,
Burlingame, CA. Tequila, 80 Proof.
Product ef Mexico .
· ···.·-·

SlOP BY ADMINISTRATION 145 TODAY

..

I

L------------ L------------.J

Girvan Shirley

ARE YOU
' ·H.E ADING IN
THE RIGHT
DIRECTION?

I

SUNDAES

Two Fingers is all it takes.
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SOUND BARRIER F-104R
AM-FM STEREO-CASSETTE

AUTOMATE AFW-TV-12
FM CONVERTER
.

CHANGE YOUR AM RADIO TO AN
ALL BAND RECEIVER WITH THIS
MICRO CHASSIS FM CONVERTER.
AT.T ACHES IN MINUTES TO ANY
FUNCTIONING AM BAND RADIO
AND RECEIVES FM AUDIO
PROGRAMS FROM LOCAL TV STATIO NS
AND 24 HR. WEATHER BROADCASTS.

2400
INSTALLED!

;

JENSEN'S 6¥2" DUAL CONE SPEAKERS
ARE PERFECT ADD·-ONS FOR YOUR
EXISTING STEREO SPEAKERS.
OFFERS BETTER FIDELITY FROM ·
FACTORY RADIOS.
ADAPTABLE TO MOST CARS
IN DOORS OR THE REAR DECK

· CRYSTAL CLEAR AM AND FM
RECEPTION WITH THE VERSATILITY OF
CASSETTES ... FITS EVEN THE
MOST CRAMPED IMPORTS AND
ALL FOR A VERY REASONABLE PRICE ·

340.0_.·

9300
· INSTALLED!

INSTALLED!
.

~

SHOW US YOUR STUDENT OR FACULTY .ID AND SAVE 10%
1-

•••
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
:$1 OFF !•
•

••
••••

DAILY HAPPY HOUR .
11AMto7PM
2-FOR~ 1 DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

.
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:CONCERTS:
••
••
:• . WITH . :•
i UCF l.D. · i
•

•

MONDAY ••••••••••
•Big Screen Football ·
•Quart Night $1. 75
TUESDAY••••••••••
•Drink or Drown
8PMto 12PM
Girls $3/G~ys $5
All You Can Drink!
WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
•25¢ Bar Drinks &
25¢ Drafts
7PMto lOPM
THURSDAY•••••••••
··Ladies Night '
3 Free Drinks for Ladies
SUNDAY••••••••••••
•Drink or Drown
8PMto 12PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

•

•
•
.•••••••••••••••••••••••
.
••
••
.

••

ORLANDO, FLA.

CONCERTS
· L~ON RUSSELL
OCTOBER3t ·

. . BOBBY BARE ·
NOVEMBER4

EDGAR WINTER
NOVEMBER.5

.
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